CINEMA-FESTIVAL-CULTURE COMMISSION

FINAL RESOLUTION

The Cinema - Festival - Culture Commission gathered in Ajaccio on 8 April 2016.

During the meeting, the action plan addressed to cinema schools and set up with COPEAM Training Commission was presented, namely with:

- À première vue: the TV programme devoted to schools’ films
- Section devoted to schools films on the FestivalScope platform

Following the organization in Marrakesh, on 8 and 9 December 2014, of a first meeting-training “Developing and sustaining your film festival”, COPEAM, in partnership with FIDADOC, will set up a second edition of this activity around the theme of the festivals as levers for the structuring and professionalization of the local and regional audiovisual sectors.

The objectives are to:

- Reinforce the professional cooperation between the festivals and the actors of the sector.
- Strengthen the relations between the festivals and the local and international institutions.
- Set up actions and methods to promote the coordination, the complementarity and the pooling among the festivals.
- Rationalize and coordinate the professionalizing actions among festivals.

Finally, in synergy with the Radio Commission and its flagship programme Kantara, the members expressed their wish for the Cinema-Festival-Culture Commission to accompany the assignment of a Kantara Prize devoted to the Mediterranean cinema works.

Done in Ajaccio the 8 April 2016

Which future for the young people of the Mediterranean?
The contribution of the media